Effects of cigarette smoking on resting EEG, visual evoked potentials and photic driving.
The effects of smoking a cigarette (1.3 mg nicotine delivery) versus sham smoking were studied using EEG, visual evoked potentials (VEP), photic driving (PD) and heart rate (HR) in thirty young healthy male and female habitual cigarette smokers. Heart rate (HR) and exhaled carbon monoxide (CO) level were significantly increased by real as opposed to sham smoking. Real versus sham smoking significantly increased relative power in the beta bands, reduced alpha and theta activity to a small but significant extent, but had no effect on delta activity. Dominant EEG alpha frequency was significantly increased by real as opposed to sham smoking. Smoking produced no significant mean change in PD or VEP. However, correlational analysis indicated that variables such as basal CO level, residual butt filter nicotine, basal electrocortical response level and personality, predicted to varying degrees the magnitude and direction of the effect of smoking on VEP, PD and EEG.